INTERNATIONAL COMPETITION FOR IDEAS
FOR A NEW CYCLING AND PEDESTRIAN BRIDGE OVER THE 2ª CIRCULAR, LISBON - PORTUGAL

1º PRIZE — URBAN ENERGY

Studio/Office
MXT (PT)

Submission Coordinators (Architecture)
Telmo Cruz + Maximina Almeida

Submission Coordinator (Engineering)
António Adão da Fonseca

Structures (ADF CONSULTORES)
António Adão da Fonseca

Landscape Architecture (CEREGEIRO)
João Ceregeiro

Sustainability (BLUEORIZON)
Mário Boucinha

Hydraulics (CAMPO D’ÁGUA)
Marta Azevedo

Electric Installations (EPPE)
José Cardoso, José Correia

Architecture Assistants (MXT)
António Barquinha, Ricardo Paulino, Rita Centeio, André Novo

3D Assistants
ONSTUDIO

Design Assistants (RPVP)
Vítor Paulino, Rui Penedo

Model
NORIGEM, MXT

www.adfconsultores.com

2º PRIZE

Studio/Office
MOXON ARCHITECTS LIMITED (UK)

Submission Coordinators (Architecture)
Ben Addy e Tim Murray

Architecture
Tim Barwell

Assistant Architect
Kyle Buchanan

www.moxonarchitects.com

3º PRIZE

Studio/Office
Impromptu Arquitectos + Selahattin Tuysuz Architecture (PT)

Submission Coordinator (Architecture)
Nuno Rosado

Architecture Team
Adriana Rosado, Tiago Branco Sampaio, Selahattin Tuysuz

Structures (AfaConsult)
Carlos Quinaz e Edgar Alves Ribeiro

Electricity and Illumination (AfaConsult)
Raúl Serafim

Hydraulics (AfaConsult)
Paulo Silva

Safety (AfaConsult)
Maria de Luz Santiago

www.impromptu.pt
www.afaconsult.com
HONOURABLE DISTINCTION — DRAWING WITH POSITIVE ENERGY

Studio/Office
Atelier do Cardoso (PT)

Submission Coordinators (Architecture)
Mafalda Ribeiro Ambrósio e João Gomes Leitão

Colaborator
Manuela Cardial

Civil Engineering
Santos Moreira

Installations
Fraústo dos Santos

www.atelierdocardoso.com

HONOURABLE DISTINCTION

Studio/Office
Studio Kawamura-Ganjavian (ES)

Submission Coordinator (Architecture)
Ali Ganjavian

Team
Key Portilla-Kawamura, Amir Afshar, Mónica Borondo, Daniel Duarte, Ivo Gigante, Sofie Liesenborghs, Mónica Mejía, Cornelia Tapparelli, Agustín Zea

www.studio-kg.com
www.studiobanana.org

SPECIAL DISTINCTION — HIGH-SPEED CAR RAMP

Submission Coordinators (Architecture)
Tiago Barros e Jorge Pereira (PT)

Team
Inês Valente, João Paulo Fernandes